
Revision unit 3 universe  

Question (1) write the scientific term: 

1-the wide space that contain all galaxies ,stars ,planets and moon  

2-groups of galaxies that rotate in the cosmic space  

3-the sun and the 8 planets revolving around it 

4-a theory explain the origin of universe due to massive explosion  

5-the force that keeps the planets rotation in their orbits around the 

sun  

6-it is locate in one of the spiral arm of milky way galaxy 

7-the biggest star that can be seen clearly on earth 

Question (2) complete 

1-stars rotate around the center of the  .. ….. while planets rotate 

around the ………….. 

2-the distance between stars are measured in…….... and it equal 

………… km. 

3-as the distance between the planets and the sun increase , the sun 

gravity ………… and the motion …….. 

4-after ………..million years our galaxy took its disc form while the sun 

was born after ………… million years from big bang 

5-the universe originated from gaseous ball of …….. pressure and ……. 

volume 



6-in milky way galaxy . the old stars gathering the ……. of the galaxy 

while small stars are located in the …….of galaxy 

7-the founder of nebular theory about the evolution of the solar 

system is ………….. 

8-over the time the nebula lost its heat gradually so its volume …….. 

and its revolving speed around itself ………. 

9-the theory that assumed that the solar system was a glowing 

gaseous sphere is ……….. 

10-the explosion of the expanded part from the sun toward the 

crossing star led to formation of …….. line of a great length and the 

………….escaped from the gravity of the crossing star 

11- ………….. is from the telescope that centered on the earth 

While ……………is carried into space 

Question(3) choose the correct answer 

1-the volume of universe …………. Up till now 

a-constant        b-contract      c-expand        d-contract and expand 

2-earliest life forms to appear on the earth after …….years from big 

bang 

a-3000 million       b-12000 million        c-15000 million      d-17000 

million 

 

 



3-the gases which produced galaxies stars and universe are………… 

a-oxygen and helium        b-oxygen and carbon dioxide  

c-hydrogen and helium        d-hydrogen and oxygen 

4-the theory which explains how the universe originated is……………. 

Theory 

a-crossing over     b-nebular     c-solar system       d-big bang 

5-……………is the star of solar system 

a-moon     b-sun     c-galaxy       d-earth 

6-the crossing star theory about the evolution of the solar system was 

found by…….. 

a-newton    b-lapalce       c-  chamberlain moulton          d-fred hoyl   

7-within minute of big bang , helium was formed by………..% 

a-25%      b-50%      c-75%      d-100% 

8-the solar system consists of ………..planets 

a-10               b-8                           c-7                    d-9 

9-……………theory assumed the origin of solar system was formed from 

the explosion of the expanded part of the sun due to a huge star 

approached to it  

a-nebula        b-big bang      c-crossing star         d-modern 

10- the distance that covered by light in one year is………… 

a-galaxy     b-light year        c-big bang      d-kilometer 



 

question(4)  compare between  

1- The center and arm of milky way galaxy 

2- Modern and crossing star theory(founder and origin) 

 

 Question (5) 

From the opposite figure ,answer 

1-this figure represent …………. 

2-what does point       refers to? 

 


